Look at all the things that are yellow.

ball  bee  taxi

ball  bee  taxi

crayon  sunflower

crayon  sunflower

bus  lemon

bus  lemon
Look at all the things that are white.
Look at all the things that are blue!

butterfly
sky
cup
bird

ribbon
crayon

pants
blueberries
handicapped
sign
Look at all the things that are black!

Name: _________________________________________________

arrow  bat  camera

eight ball
dress

BLACK

crayon  cat  black

ant
Look at all the things that are brown.
Look at all the things that are green!

- pear
- balloon
- dollar
- cactus
- pea
- grass
- crayon
- clover
- frog
Look at all the things that are gray!

- clouds
- hen
- koala
- spider
- crayon
- robot
- mouse
- whale
Look at all the things that are orange.

- fish
- oranges
- gloves
- purse
- crayon
- cone
- carrots
- pumpkin
- ball
Look at all the things that are pink.
cupcake  crayon  pig
bowl  flower  ballet slippers
flamingo  donut  lipstick
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Look at all the things that are purple.

dress
lamp
crayon
grapes
cabbage
butterfly
eggplant
flower
lollipop
mask
plum
Look at all the things that are red.

apple  chili pepper  strawberry  tomato

crayon  cardinal  rose

fire truck  ladybug  crab